Complementation analysis of locus for hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyltransferase in Chinese hamster cells.
The study deals with intragenic complementation between clones of Chinese hamster cells carrying mutations in the HPRT gene. All clones were of independent origin, selected in media containing one of three purine bases: 8-azaguanine (8 AG), 6-mercaptopurine (6MP), or 6-thioguanine (6TG). Some of the clones were spontaneous, others were induced by various mutagens. To make the study less time-consuming, an experimental set-up was proposed for simultaneous complementation testing of up to 10 clones. As a result, about 400 combinations of clones have been analyzed. Twelve pairs of complementating mutants have been identified in HAT medium. A linear complementation map has been constructed for the HPRT locus, showing five complementation groups. The changes in kinetic and other characteristics observed for mutant HPRT show that all the mutants studied carry structural gene mutations. Analysis of the biochemical characteristics of HPRT has revealed considerable differences between mutant enzymes in clones belonging to different complementation groups (three groups were examined). At the same time, the four mutant clones of complementation group II show similar HPRT characteristics, suggesting a relative similarity of their structural variants of the enzyme. The hybrid nature of HPRT in clones resulting from the fusion of mutant cells confirms the intragenic nature of complementation.